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Abstract

End-user programmers, such as scientists and data analysts, communicate their intent through culturally specific, semi-formal representations like formulas and wireframes. Research on end-user programming interfaces has sought to democratize programming but has required advances in program synthesis, UI design, and computer vision to support translating a representation to code. As a result, end-users must still frequently translate such representations manually. Foundation models like ChatGPT and GPT-4V dramatically lower the cost of designing new programming interfaces by offering much better code synthesis, UI generation, and visual comprehension tools. These advances enable new end-user workflows with more ubiquitous semi-formal representations. We outline the translation work programmers typically perform when translating representations into code, how foundation models help address this problem, and emerging challenges of using foundation models for programming. We posit semi-formal and notational programming as paradigmatic solutions to integrating foundation models into programming practice. Articulating a design space of semi-formal representations, we ask how we could design new semi-formal programming environments enabled through foundation models that address their emergent challenges, and sketch “proactive disambiguation” as one solution to bridging gulfs of evaluation and execution.
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1 Introduction

End-user programmers, from scientists to data analysts to user interface (UI) designers, use semi-formal notations — like academic papers, interface sketches, and requirements documents — to communicate their ideas. To convert their notations to running code, these users must perform translation work — translating their semi-formal, disciplinary, and cultural notations into formal specifications such as programs [1] (section 3). For example, while a UI composed of sliders, menus, and buttons can be sketched in a few seconds, translating this semi-formal specification to code in a Jupyter notebook requires searching for and understanding libraries like ipywidgets, then manually translating that sketch into code.

While researchers and developers have created tools for translating specific kinds of semi-formal notation (such as Wrex for data wrangling [2], FlashFill for spreadsheet formulas [3], Falx for data visualization [4], and Notate for quantum circuits [5]), supporting a new notation has often required developing a custom synthesis engine, UI design, or computer vision model, requiring research-paper level effort to engineer. However, with the recent success of foundation models — multimodal models “trained on broad data […] that can be adapted to a wide range of downstream tasks” [6] — the challenges of synthesis, UI generation, and visual comprehension have been greatly reduced. With GPT4-V, for instance, code for a chart or mathematical notation can be created from just a screenshot, and a data analysis can be specified in natural language. The challenge has now shifted from engineering bespoke synthesis systems to designing malleable programming environments that empower end-users through the affordances of foundation models, a paradigm shift we call semi-formal programming [5], [7].

We discuss emerging challenges with semi-formal programming (section 4). First, how the gulfs of evaluation and execution [8] between user and program are both helped by the use of semi-formal notations, but also made more challenging since researchers must design more malleable, semi-formal
interfaces. Second, we explain the challenge of integrating different semi-formal representations into shared computing environments.

Next, we propose axes for the design space of semi-formal representations. These axes fall into two categories: syntactic and semantic. The two syntactic axes—unstructured vs. structured and spatial vs. linguistic—refer to the external form of the representation—the way it looks. For example, natural language is often unstructured and linguistic, whereas a binary tree is structured and spatial. The three semantic axes—concrete vs. abstract, vague vs. detailed, and figurative vs. literal—denote how content is expressed in that representation. A unit test is concrete, representing a single example, whereas a whole program abstracts behavior over all possible inputs. A napkin sketch of a UI is more vague than a design document. A poem describing a mechanical process is more figurative than a step-by-step manual. We demonstrate the descriptive power of these axes by analyzing semi-formal programs created as inputs to tldraw’s “Make Real” prototype [9] (subsection 5.3).

Finally, we propose some solutions to the gulf and integration problems (section 6). The gulf problems may be addressed with proactive disambiguation, where a foundation model guides a user to disambiguate or formalize their specification. This process could further be systematized by developing semi-formal toolkits to reuse common patterns in semi-formal programming. Integration may be tackled using code as a shared substrate or perhaps by creating semi-formal bidirectional lenses between different representations when it is not possible to generate code.

2 Related Work

Notational and Semi-formal Programming. These terms refer to emerging paradigms proposed by the authors [5], [7]. If we take a “program” to mean any collection of instructions to control the operation of a machine, then foundation models vastly expand the kinds of “programs” we can write. Instead of being limited to code (in either text or visual form) or a fixed set of representations created by interface researchers and designers, a user can employ many different kinds of semi-formal representations that may be more familiar to them than code. Indeed any visual form (and non-visual form, but we won’t consider them here) can be used as an input medium.

Programming Environments. Computation is an important tool in the scientific discovery workflow [10]. Scientists report using software, and writing programs [10]. Jupyter, a computational notebook, is a popular environment for scientists to write programs [11]. Tools exist to support source control [12], code execution control [13], and collaboration [14] in computational notebooks, however the design of these tools has been centered around a data scientist user group. To extend the design space and yield innovation, we must broaden work to include new user groups, such as scientists, and to be open to a departure from traditional programming interfaces to exploring tablets, phones, smartphones, and other tools and devices [15].

AI-Assisted Programming. Users program with the assistance of AI tools, such as Github Copilot and ChatGPT. Github Copilot works as an intelligent autocomplete that sits in the development environment, and ChatGPT can generate code and propose alternatives to code based on natural language prompts, to help with programming tasks such as debugging [16]. However, checking the correctness of the code produced is difficult, “writing code is not the bottleneck in need of optimization. Conceiving the solution is. Any time ‘saved’ through Copilot and it’s ilk is immediately nullified by having to check it’s correctness...”, says a commenter on HackerNews [16], [17]. Sarkar and colleagues posited, “While LLM-assisted programming is currently geared towards expert programmers, arguably the greatest beneficiaries of their abilities will be non-expert end-user programmers.” [16]. Thus, our work aims to answer this call by envisioning the possible futures of AI-assisted programming for non-expert programmers.

3 Experience Report: Translation Work Challenges of End-User Programming

To explore existing challenges with end-user programming and how foundation models may help address them, we present an experience report based on a project of one of the authors involving re-implementing machine learning models. Though the author is a proficient programmer, they do not usually write machine learning code, use Jupyter notebooks, or make charts and UIs in Python.
As a result, they are able to serve as a proxy for an end-user scientist.

The project required comparing different extensions of the neural radiance fields (NeRF) model [19] inside a Jupyter notebook, creating a shared interface for exploring them, and communicating the differences using statistical charts. The project has three main steps:
1. Convert a PDF description of each NeRF model into code.
2. Create a custom GUI for navigating the output of a NeRF.
3. Compare results across models using charts.

Each of these steps is complicated, requiring high cognitive load and translation work between different representations [1]: translating an academic paper to code, an informal UI specification to a UI in Jupyter, and existing screenshots of model comparison charts to charts using data in the notebook.

First consider translation between academic papers and code. If source code for a given paper is not available online, one must work slowly and methodically through a paper to translate each equation to code. This requires understanding the details of each symbol and filling in implicit pieces that are not described in the text. While researchers have made progress towards improving paper readability [20], the process remains tedious and error-prone.

Moreover, verifying that a translation is correct can be challenging, since a scientist is not merely translating between two representations, but between the languages of two cultures: academic research and programming [1]. In disciplines other than computer science, this gap is much larger since end-users may not be adept programmers, and they must think about their domain-specific concepts while also programming.

Next consider the challenges of UI creation. After converting academic descriptions of NeRF models to code, the author wants to expose some variables first via simple direct manipulation through sliders, buttons, and menus, and then with a more complex 3D inspector. Such interfaces are typically prototyped with pen and paper before they are programmed (Figure 1a). But to translate this intent to code, a user must employ a library like ipywidgets or use a JavaScript framework to make a fully custom visualization. This translation work is difficult enough for programming experts who must switch from writing code in their domain to UI code, but it is even more challenging for end-users outside the field. Unlike folks doing machine learning from a computer science or software engineering background, end-users often report a lack formal education in software development [10]. Such a user would need to be aware of the library or have the time, resources, and desire to look for and find it. Once they found such a library, they would need to learn it, potentially in a new language in the case of JavaScript. This is a significant amount of effort for UI design, especially when many interfaces are compositions of well-known pieces like sliders, buttons, and menus that control program variables.

NeRF is a deep learning method that addresses the problem of constructing 3D representation of a scene from 2D images; the original paper has since spurred many follow-up papers proposing extensions and refinements.

Figure 1. An online user illustrates the tldraw Make Real workflow on a pen-based tablet, sketching a web UI for a number counter and getting the UI back in less than ten seconds [9], [18]. Make Real is a small extension to the tldraw canvas editor that uses GPT-4V with a custom prompt to generate UI code that is placed back in the canvas. This is an early example of the kind of workflows that foundation models are beginning to enable.
As with paper-to-code translation, UI specification requires translation between cultural artifacts, like UI sketches or natural language, and code.

Authoring charts is similar to authoring UIs; however, unlike with simple UIs for modifying variables, users often forage for examples they want to retarget with their own data when working with charts [21], [22]. As with UI authoring, a user must learn a domain-specific API and translate their intent into the right API calls. While tools exist that address parts of this problem [23], they are limited to a fixed range of input representations like the DOM. As a result they cannot be used for other kinds of inputs like sketches, screenshots, or natural language.

Multi-modal program synthesis using foundation models can help with all three steps. For step one, a user can prompt a foundation model to directly convert an academic paper to commented, runnable code. For step two, a foundation model can convert a user sketch to code for a custom widget for their use case (Figure 1b). For the third step, the user can communicate their intent using natural language or a screenshot, and the model will generate code to import and call a specific visualization API. In each of these cases, foundation models are able to do most if not all the translation work for the user, bridging the cultural gap between domain-specific representations and code.

4 Emerging Challenges for Semi-Formal Programming

While foundation models help us solve the problem of translating various semi-formal representations (PDF, diagram, natural language, etc.) to code, the paradigm of semi-formal programming presents new challenges. Based on our experiences using synthesis tools and foundation models for writing code, we identify two salient challenges: verification and integration of foundation models’ translations.

4.1 Gulfs of Evaluation and Execution

First, how do users verify that synthesized outputs are any good? Expert end-users who are familiar with their own artifacts, but not with code, face the task of verifying code outputs. As suggested by Arawjo et al., a system that automatically translates code back to a representation similar to the input may help bridge this cultural translation task [5]. For example, as is already the case in ChatGPT, if a user provides a screenshot of a bar chart to be converted to code, the system can run the generated code so the user may compare their input specification to the visual output and not just the code itself. However, more complex programs, such as those generated from whole papers, are likely to be difficult to verify even if they are translated back to documentation or TeX. In these cases, proxy representations, such as generated examples or benchmarks, may be more useful than representations of the entire output.

This problem is an instance of the gulfs of evaluation and execution between a user and a semi-formal representation [8]. In traditional settings, gulfs are considered between just one interface, the one created by the system designers. However, many of the benefits of semi-formal programming arise from their malleability. The right interface for the job is often task-specific and cannot always be anticipated by designers. Therefore, it seems necessary to consider the design space of semi-formal representations rather than specific instances. Users must be able to evaluate the representations output by the model, and they must be able to direct the model to produce refined or updated representations.

We identify two notions of correctness that are salient in semi-formal programming: technical correctness and stylistic correctness. Technical correctness refers to the standard notion of correctness with respect to a specification. A user may verify the output is correct via spot-checks, debugging, or formal verification. Stylistic correctness refers to the match between the user’s stylistic expectations and the output. Even if the code is technically correct, if it is not meaningful to the user, then it is not stylistically correct. For example, if the output follows a functional programming style, but the user has only ever seen imperative code, then the output is not stylistically correct, as the user struggles to make sense of it. Similarly, if the variable names are seemingly nonsensical confusing the user what they refer to, then the program is stylistically incorrect. Different communities have different cultural conventions about the output form, and it is often not specified up front, but only as a rebuttal to stylistically incorrect output. To resolve issues with both kinds of correctness, the
user must iteratively re-prompt the model (e.g., “there is a bug,” or “make sure you output a Python function named foo”) or revise their drawing (as seen in notational programming [5]).

4.2 Integration

Second, how does the user integrate different synthesized outputs together into a cohesive program? When working in a notebook environment, different pieces of code, such as a NeRF model and a UI to manipulate it, are connected using program variables. However, in a semi-formal programming context a user is not composing multiple pieces of code, but multiple semi-formal representations like an academic paper and a UI wireframe. Connecting or specifying shared variables across the paper and the wireframe instead of their corresponding generated code is challenging. While variables and data structures provide a lingua franca for code across domains, there is no clear equivalent for more general semi-formal representations.

The fields of PL and HCI are well-positioned to offer solutions to these challenges including approaches to verifying correctness and designs for semi-formal programming environments that facilitate integration across representations.

5 The Design Space of Semi-Formal Representations

The semi-formal programming challenges outlined in section 4 concern semi-formal interfaces. The gulfs lie between the user and semi-formal representations, and integration challenges lie between different semi-formal representations. To begin to address these challenges, we see a need for an account of the design space of semi-formal representations. Such a design space would allow us to generate, describe, and evaluate [24] semi-formal representations. These aspects would aid in addressing the gulfs of evaluation and execution for semi-formal representations as well as give a unified way to discuss them so that they might be integrated together more easily in shared contexts. Drawing on existing literature we propose some initial axes for such a design space. For several of the axes we identify useful related work that explores the axis in depth. We then use these axes to describe different semi-formal representations created by users of tldraw’s “Make Real” prototype.

5.1 Syntactic Axes

Syntactic axes refer to the external form of a semi-structured representation.

Unstructured vs. Structured. Semi-formal representations differ in how formally specified their schema are. For example, code is highly structured since it must conform to the grammar of the language it’s written in. Natural language is typically mostly unstructured, but is frequently augmented with lists, asides, headings, and other kinds of structured information. Shipman and Marshall explore the tradeoffs between unstructured and structured representations in “Formality Considered Harmful” [25]. While unstructured representations may be less precise, they place less burden on users to learn the details of a formal language or schema. Unstructured representations also meet users where they are in their own thinking and design processes. Ideas or tasks rarely start fully formalized or structured, but instead typically take shape gradually. Environments that support unstructured or semi-structured representations may be able to support users at these earlier stages.

Spatial vs. Linguistic. Information may be encoded spatially, taking advantage of humans’ innate visual processing abilities to process multidimension information, or linguistically using linear arrangements of information where spatial positioning is less meaningful. For example, diagrams make heavy use of spatial encoding, and convey much of their meaning through spatial relationships between elements [26], [27]. On the other hand, while text does use spatial relationships to convey meaning (reordering a sentence would change its meaning, for example), much of text’s meaning is conveyed linguistically. Text can often be reflowed to different line widths without changing its meaning. Larkin and Simon explore tradeoffs between sentential (linguistic) and diagrammatic (spatial) representations in “Why a Diagram is (Sometimes) Worth Ten Thousand Words” [28]. For example, while sentential representations are useful for presenting linearly ordered information (such as events unfolding in time), diagrammatic representations afford non-linear traversal since an element can be related to many elements at once (such as by being clustered in a group). Many semi-formal representations
comprise both spatial and linguistic elements, for example as part of an analysis of whiteboard usage, Walny et al. produce a words-to-diagrams spectrum, which we re-present in Figure 2 [29].

5.2 Semantic Axes

Semantic axes refer to the content expressed in a semi-formal representation.

**Concrete vs. Abstract.** A semi-formal representation can represent a single example or an entire collection. For example, UI designers often use concrete mockups of app screens with example content to express their intent and low-fidelity mockups to abstract away decisions like color. Meanwhile UI developers typically author abstract components to describe an application. While code tends toward the abstract, unit tests and examples are more concrete. More generally, different communities may expect different levels of concreteness. Concrete representations are especially useful early in a task when abstractions are not yet known or understood. But they can also be useful later in the process when abstractions are not important. For example when programming a one-off task, a concrete description may suffice since there is only one relevant example.

**Vague vs. Detailed.** Different semi-formal representations can render information at different levels of fidelity. For example, a natural language specification for a bar chart could be simply “Create a bar chart.” A more detailed specification might be “Create a bar chart to visually represent the monthly sales data for a clothing store over the last year. The chart should have twelve bars, each representing a month from January to December. The height of each bar should correspond to the total sales in that month.” Note that while vague representations are often more abstract, this is not always the case. Consider the difference between a UI mockup that elides the choice of color versus a UI component that accepts color as an input. While both the mockup and the component abstract over color, the mockup is vague, because it does not specify anything about color, whereas the component is detailed, because its behavior is precisely described for any possible color.

**Figurative vs Literal.** An element of a semi-formal representation may convey meaning figuratively, through cultural convention and metaphor, or via more direct representation such as using color in a UI mockup to directly express the desired color of a button. Lakoff and Johnson explore the use of metaphor to convey meaning in depth in “Metaphors We Live By” [30]. Notably, metaphor is a useful tool for addressing translation work, because it can allow a user to express intent or interpret output using relationships to concepts in their domain language rather than directly translating ideas to a target language such as code.

Within the space of semi-formal representation, traditional programming occupies just a small slice. Code is typically a structured, linguistic representation that represents information in an abstract, detailed, and figurative way. By sketching a larger design space we make room for other kinds of specification of program behavior including ones that may better fit existing representations of end-users.

5.3 Applying the Design Space to tldraw’s “Make Real” Prototype

Tldraw is an open-source React library and canvas drawing editor that supports sketching, diagramming, and annotation in the browser. Following the release of OpenAI’s GPT4-V, Figma Engineer Sawyer Hood made a prototype “Make Real” feature to convert sketches of web UIs into live web-
sites (Figure 1). This prototype was soon forked and improved by tldraw [9]. To use the feature, a user sketches a semi-formal representation of their desired UI, selects the sketch, and then presses the "Make Real" button in the top-right corner. Upon launch in November 2023, the feature went viral on X, with many users trying it out and exploring the range of semi-formal representations that could be "made real." This marks one of the first well-known examples of integrating a foundation model into a graphical user interface outside of chat. Using our design space, we can describe the semi-formal representations used to prompt "Make Real." Figure 3 provides example analyses.

6 Towards Semi-Formal Programming Environments

6.1 Addressing the Gulfs

Proactive Disambiguation. When a semi-formal program is ambiguous, the gulf of execution can be large since the user may not know how to disambiguate a specification or even that it needs to be disambiguated at all. As demonstrated with Google’s Gemini, it is possible to prompt a foundation model to identify such ambiguities and then generate a semi-formal representation (such as a clarifying question or UI) in response to help the user disambiguate their intent [34]. This approach leverages the ability for a foundation model to pick a suitable UI for the given disambiguation task.

Semi-formal Toolkits. The simplest form of proactive disambiguation uses a foundation model to create a UI for disambiguation. However, end-users may expect responses that use specific semi-formal representations, or a designer of an end-user environment may want to ensure certain tasks always use a specific representation. In cases like these where repeatability and control are desired it may be useful to have semi-formal toolkits, which would give users more control over the creation of semi-formal representations. Such a toolkit could allow a user to specify a representation or compose existing representations with each other as well as control when such representations are used by a foundation model. Our design space parameterization could prove useful for generating designs within these toolkits.

6.2 Addressing Integration

Integrating different semi-formal representations with each other presents another challenge. We propose two approaches.

Code As Substrate. In cases such as the experience report (section 3), it may be possible to use semi-formal representations only for code generation. In such cases, a shared code environment such as a Jupyter Notebook can allow variable definitions and uses to span semi-formal representations. This approach was explored by Arawjo et al. [5].

Semi-formal Bidirectional Lenses. However, a code representation of a semi-formal program may require a very formalized specification, since imprecise or ambiguous portions of a spec may not be representable in a traditional program [7]. For example, in less formal environments like canvas editors, an end-user may operate mostly with partially formalized data like a collection of mockups. In these cases, it may be useful to create bidirectional lenses between semi-formal representations such that two representations of the same concept, such as the state machine diagram and wireframe mockup in Figure 3c, can be related without relying on generated code as a shared representation. One could imagine updates to the wireframe updating the state machine and vice versa. This approach is similar in spirit to that of Glue [35], a visualization environment that lets end-users “glue” together related datasets using formal bidirectional lenses. However, because semi-formal lenses would not operate on code, they would likely need to be semi-formally specified themselves.

7 The Semi-Formal Programming Era

The invention of foundation models marks the beginning of a new era for end-user programming: semi-formal programming. Techniques from programming languages—like compilation, synthesis, verification, and analysis—have the potential to help communities we have previously been unable to reach because of cultural barriers to programming. But we have to meet them half way. We must relax our formal guarantees, trading them for the ability to reason about programs that are not fully formalized and embracing informal ways of knowing.
(a) A semi-formal program for a review box [31].
- unstructured vs. structured
  This is highly structured, conforming to common conventions of UI design.
- spatial vs. linguistic
  This incorporates both spatial and linguistic elements, most closely resembling “words and diagrams mixed” in Figure 2.
- concrete vs. abstract
  This represents a single state of the application rather than many states.
- figurative vs. literal
  This depiction closely maps to the intended output.
- vague vs. detailed
  Though it provides a detailed description of the form of the UI, and its function is implied by cultural context, the behavior of the “Submit” button is not specified.

(b) A semi-formal program describing a small game where a player tries to put chickens in a pen [32].
- unstructured vs. structured
  This representation comprises pieces that are positioned haphazardly around the edge of a main UI region.
- spatial vs. linguistic
  This most closely falls into the “diagrams with labels” category in Figure 2.
- concrete vs. abstract
  This representation abstracts over many states by specifying behaviors and roles.
- figurative vs. literal
  Though the UI itself is figurative, using a circle to represent a chicken and a rectangle with a smiley face for a player, the specification uses literal mappings, such as direct representations of the WASD keys and the space bar.
- vague vs. detailed
  Behavior is specified precisely, especially the movement of the chickens.

(c) A state machine specification and a wireframe of a simple counter app. The analysis below covers the state machine only, since the wireframe is similar to that of Figure 3a. Together they comprise a single semi-formal program [33].
- unstructured vs. structured
  The state machine is a highly structured representation, conforming to a well-known schema.
- spatial vs. linguistic
  This representation is highly spatial. It is closest to “pure diagram with no words” rather than “words in recognized visual constructs” since the words act as short labels rather than longer pieces of prose.
- concrete vs. abstract
  This specification abstracts over all possible states of the UI.
- figurative vs. literal
  The states “Running,” “Stopped,” and “Complete” are figurative depictions rather than literal descriptions of the interface. On the other hand, most of the transitions map literally to the buttons in the UI.
- vague vs. detailed
  The specification attempts to cover every case, and is nearly a full description of the UI’s behavior.

Figure 3. A collection of semi-formal representations for UIs created for tldraw’s “Make Real” demo by X users. We attempt to categorize each example according to our design space axes.
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